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Coventry (Northern Lights) Elementary School Open 
House Survey Comments – Sept.16, 2019 

The new Coventry Elementary School open house survey was available 

Sept. 17 – 29, 2019.  

Below you will find all comments as they were written. Opinions are the 
writers’ own and content has not been vetted for accuracy. Comments have 
not been edited for spelling, grammar, sentence structure or otherwise. 
Comments have been edited to ensure anonymity. We also edited or omitted 
abusive, discriminatory and otherwise inappropriate comments. 

Q1. What are the opportunities of Option A?  
 Grade 4 expansion and boundary changes in 2020 

 Grade 5 added to school population in 2021 

 Build a high school   

 From the option boards, I don't see much difference between A and B besides 

the boundary lines.   

 The children living in Coverton Court area get to remain at the same school  

 Increased   

 need a high school 

 Option A makes no difference to Harvest Hills.  Harvest Hills wasn't given the 

opportunity to have any input. 

 Community school which all school boards should strive for 

 The opportunities of option A allow for close residents to continue having their 

children close to home however the map and attendance don't make a whole lot 

of sense... to have families who are 2 minutes away not within the green zone of 

the school and have to go further and literally go by the current Coventry school 

does not make any sense.   

 Geographically, the East side of Coventry Hills gets to go to their closest school.  

 Option A allows more growth.  The Harvest Hills community is expected to 

continue growing as there are lots of houses/townhouses/condos being built 

right now.  As more families move into these new builds, it would be expected 

that there will be more children attending the New Coventry Elementary School.  

In addition, number of students per Elementary School is more evenly 

distributed.  In addition, there is less moving of current Coventry Hills/Country 

Hills students from their original school with Option A. 
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 Option A would allow our son to remain at his school (he is currently in Grade 2 

at Coventry Hills School).  His best friends will continue to go to this school, 

according to the boundaries presented in Option A, and he will be able to 

continue his learning in a familiar, welcoming community with many known 

teachers and students.  He has greatly enjoyed being part of this wonderful 

community since Kindergarten.  He also has a significant amount of difficulty 

adjusting to new changes, so we really and truly hope that Option A is chosen to 

allow him to stay at Coventry Hills Elementary.  Our daughter also attended this 

school from K - 3 (she is currently in Grade 5 at Nose Creek), so our son has 

actually been going to Coventry Hills School for drop-off and pick-up and all the 

family events (dances, BBQs, Math nights, etc.) since he was a toddler! The 

familiarity with Coventry Hills School that our son has is directly related to the 

confidence he feels as a learner.  

 Walkability and consistency for students and parents   

 Option A appears to make more sense as students living in the Coverton area 

would attend the school closest to their home. 

 The first option is ridiculously long and serves no value to the community or 

children attending 

 Looks like the better option   

 Closer walking distance   

 More students closer to the old school stay there. With space at the new school 

potential to add an alternative program  such as science or French   

 This is my preferred option. The benefit of option A is there are fewer students 

who currently attend Coverntry Hills School who will need to transition to a new 

school .in elementary school that consistency is beneficial to the younger 

students 

 I'm not happy that my children will be changing schools.   

 I currently fall into Option A for attending Coventry Hills School.  All 3 of my 

children have attended this school and I would like for my last child to finish at 

Coventry Hills School.  We love the environment of both the teaching staff and 

school atmosphere.    

 As a family on covehaven gardens both options have me moving to the new 

school only benefit I see for this is attending a newer facility 

Q2. What are the challenges of Option A?  

 Build a high school   

 Unsure. Perhaps this survey is only for those who attended the meeting?   
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 Either option splits Harvest Hills kids in two. I think that's a scenario ripe for 

pitting neighbours against one another and creating disparity within the 

community.   

 Option A makes no difference to Harvest Hills.  Harvest Hills wasn't given the 

opportunity to have any input. 

 K-4. Where do the kids go after. Why so many changes for children as they go 

through school system. Think of the child and development first.    

 Option A does not allow for children who currently attend Coventry to continue 

there even though they are closer to that school based on the map sent out. The 

line should be an easy north and south divider being that everyone south of 

Country Village road and Coventry hills way attend the new school and all those 

north of it attend the current location. Why have families west of the school who 

are 2 minutes away have to go further? 

 Coventry Elementary projects at higher numbers and the new school projects 

lower than option B. 

 For both Option A and Option B, it remains a challenge that the students from 

Harvest Hills need cross a very busy street (Country Hills Boulevard) to walk to 

school.  Also, there are still areas in which kids cannot walk to school and 

require busing 

 I don't see any challenges with regards to Option A. 

 None 

 More students attending Coventry Hills school.  

 It's hard for anyone to pronounce let alone children. 

 None 

 None   

 We are currently walk almost everyday to Coventry hills school, with the 

exception of the very cold winter days. We find this is a healthy habit to 

demonstrate to the kids, and allows for family time together and discussion and 

even some exploration. With Option A, we would go from a walking family, to a 

family that would be bused. This is not something that would be beneficial. 

There are studies that site the benefits of walking to school include increased 

academic performance, decreased stress, increases happiness, and better 

physical health outcomes. The challenges with this option is that we would be 

put into a farther away school- and be bused. I do not like this option.   

 The numbers between the schools aren't as balanced so the old school could 

still be over crowded in the future   
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 I am extremely saddened that children in a clear walk zone for Coventry Hills 

School have been moved to a bus zone for the new school. I know that the CBE 

is dedicated to helping students increase their level of activity based on national 

recommendation that students get 60 minutes of physical activity everyday. The 

participACTION report clearly shows that we are not doing well as a province in 

the area of active transportation. And to take the opportunity away from children 

to walk or ride a bike to school is a travesty!   

 Children that are currently in a walk zone are being switched to a bus zone. 

Walking to school is a great way to increase physical activity which is currently 

lacking in children as per participation reports. Please reconsider keeping the 

children that could walk to Coventry Hills school in that catchment zone.   

 We are very disappointed that our kids who are in the walking zone to Coventry 

Hills school will be forced to bus to the new school. We promote an active life 

style and to take this walk or bike ride away from our kids goes against our 

philosophy for physical activity not to mention the additional cost of bus fees that 

will be a financial strain on our family.    

 With both option A and B a number of students who are currently in walking 

distance of Coventry Hills School, will transitioning to the new elementary school 

but be in the bussing zone (meaning we are sending them to a school further 

away from their home).   

 "Walk zone plays an important role in determining priority categories for lottery 

acceptance – students living inside walk zones have priority for registration over 

those who do not."  This is copied from the CBE website. It surprises that in the 

light of this CBE policy the new lines for Coventry and Harvest Hills would 

remove children from a walk zone and put them into a bus zone! Should the 

children in Coventry not be given the same priority to continue to go to a school 

where they are living in a walk zone for?  

 I'm not happy my children are going from walking to having to bus 

 I don't have any challenges with Option A  

 Kids in some parts of Coventry Hills will be removed from their current school, 

Coventry Hills School, and moved to the new school, further from their homes. 

This is disruptive and breaks apart student cohorts.  What will happen to the 

Intensive French program currently offered to grade 5s at Nose Creek School? 

Will it move to the elementary schools?  Will both elementary schools be able to 

have music and P.E. specialists? Coventry Hills School currently does, but will 

they be able to support this with lower numbers of students next year and 

beyond? It seems so inefficient to operate two small elementary schools so 

close together.  Many kids will be moved to a brand new school with no 

playground and will have to leave behind the activities and resources that their 
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families have fundraised for. With only 310 students expected in 2020 and slow 

growth after that, fundraising for things like a playground at the new school 

could be a challenge.  Splitting the current Coventry Hills School community 

presents challenges for the Parent Council - members who have been very 

involved with fundraising and planning could be forced to leave with their 

children.   Kids who are planning on attending Late French Immersion could 

move to a new school for grade 4, 6 (Nose Creek), and then grade 7 (GP 

Vanier).   If Nose Creek School has a capacity of 1000, why are we rearranging 

all these students if Nose Creek School's long-term projections still have them 

under 800 students? They should be closer to their maximum capacity.  What 

will happen to the Pace Learning Program, currently offered at Nose Creek 

School starting in grade 4?     

 I have extreme frustration with both options as they have me attending the new 

school in both which is further away, has 2/3 children moving when they are 

already attending and settled in the current school.  In addition to this I am not 

impressed that we are in these options no longer in a walk zone which was 

important to us when purchasing our home 

 The challenge is that students in a current walk zone for coventry Hills school 

are being moved to a bus zone for the new school! I feel that causes 

unnecessary financial pressure on families. Not to mention many of us bough 

homes in this location because it was in a walk zone, which normally grants 

priority for CBE school that are walking distance.   

Q3. What are the opportunities of Option B?  
 New school opens K-4 in 2020 
 Harvest Hills students are added to regular program population 

in 2020 
 Grade 5 expansion in 2021 

 
 Build a high school   

 Option B makes no difference to Harvest Hills.  Harvest Hills wasn't given the 

opportunity to have any input. 

 Higher numbers for the new school by approximately 2-3 classes. 

 N/A 

 To divide up more students and parents  

 Better distribution of student numbers between the two elementary schools. 

 Wonderful name, easy to say and may even help children question and learn 

about the northern lights. 

 Looks like the worse choice  
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 None 

 More balance between the numbers at the schools.   

 I don't see any positive opportunities with this option.   

 Non my kids would still be changing schools 

 We also fall into the new school boundaries with option B as well.  Opportunities 

would be starting in a fresh school for grade 2, learning thru fresh eyes. 

 As a family on covehaven gardens both options have me moving to the new 

school only benefit I see for this is attending a newer facility 

Q4. What are the challenges of Option B? 

 Build a high school   

 Option B looks like the new school covers more area, which could mean more 

children and larger class sizes. 

 Either option splits Harvest Hills kids in two. I think that's a scenario ripe for 

pitting neighbours against one another and creating disparity within the 

community.   

 Option B makes no difference to Harvest Hills.  Harvest Hills wasn't given the 

opportunity to have any input. 

 Option A does not allow for children who currently attend Coventry to continue 

there even though they are closer to that school based on the map sent out. The 

line should be an easy north and south divider being that everyone south of 

Country Village road and Coventry hills way attend the new school and all those 

north of it attend the current location. Why have families west of the school who 

are 2 minutes away have to go further? 

 The east side of Coventry has to go to a school farther away from their home. 

 If there was a sudden growth of students from the new housing in Harvest Hills, 

the New Coventry Elementary School may get incapacitated very quickly.  

There is less wiggle room for growth in Option B compared to Option A 

 The main challenge for us would be our son having to start over in a brand new 

environment without any of his friends or known teachers.  We believe this 

would be detrimental to our son's learning and are really hoping that the 

decision is made to go with Option A, not Option B. 

 Upset parents 

 Students in the Coverton area will be attending a school farther from their home 

than Coventry Hills School. 

 None 
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 None 

 Larger population at the new school  

 We are currently walk almost everyday to Coventry hills school, with the 

exception of the very cold winter days. We find this is a healthy habit to 

demonstrate to the kids, and allows for family time together and discussion and 

even some exploration. With Option A, we would go from a walking family, to a 

family that would be bused. This is not something that would be beneficial. 

There are studies that site the benefits of walking to school include increased 

academic performance, decreased stress, increases happiness, and better 

physical health outcomes. The challenges with this option is that we would be 

put into a farther away school- and be bused. I do not like this option.   

 Students in Coverton Circle/Close who are closer to the old school walk further 

to the new school. 

 Again children are being removed from a walking zone and being placed in a 

bus zone. As a member of the Coventry Hills community and a concerned 

parent, I find this extremely sad. I see dozens of children from this area 

(Covehaven Road, Coventry Hills Drive) walking and riding their bikes to school 

every day, even in cold and rainy weather. Even parent who would rather have 

their children walk the extra distance may not be able to choose this option 

because the 15-20 minute walk has become a 30-35 minute walk. Based on the 

ParticipACTION report a 0-20 minute walk U of children will do but increasingly 

that walk time to 21-40 minutes drops that percentage down significantly. 

Please don't take away this opportunity for our children.   Benefits of Active 

Transportation Systematic reviews confirm that children who walk or bike to 

school are more physically active.  A meta-analysis that combined studies on 

walking to/from school and physical activity measured by accelerometry found 

that elementary school students who walk to school get an additional 17 

minutes of daily MVPA, which equates to 23% of their total daily physical 

activity, whereas high school students who walk to school get an extra 14 

minutes of daily MVPA or 36% of their total daily physical activity.127 Thus, 

active transportation may be particularly important for adolescents, who are 

usually less physically active than younger children.  Biking to/from school is 

consistently associated with better cardiovascular fitness. A study found that 

Canadian adolescents who biked at least 1 hour per week had higher 

cardiovascular fitness, a lower body mass index, a lower waist circumference 

and a more favourable cholesterol profile than those who did not bike for 

transportation. Evidence also shows that active transportation is related 

favourably to indicators of mental well-being: children and parents report more 

positive emotions during active travel compared with motorized travel and, in a 

large Chinese study, active travellers were less likely to experience depressive 

symptoms. Increased use of active transportation can also minimize vehicle 
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exhaust emissions, which contribute to cardiovascular and lung diseases as well 

as climate change.(PaticipACTION report).   

 Children that are currently in a walk zone are being switched to a bus zone. 

Walking to school is a great way to increase physical activity which is currently 

lacking in children as per participation reports. Please reconsider keeping the 

children that could walk to Coventry Hills school in that catchment zone.   

 The same challenges as Option A.  We as parents who have kids in the bus 

zone should have the option to continue to walk to Coventry Hills.   

 With both option A and B a number of students who are currently in walking 

distance of Coventry Hills School, will transitioning to the new elementary school 

but be in the bussing zone (meaning we are sending them to a school further 

away from their home).   

 Removing children who are currently in a walk zone for one school and placing 

them in a busing zone for another school is a significant change. Families buy 

houses in communities based on the walkability. Removing them from this walk 

zone put additional financial pressure on families! If parents can't afford a bus, 

driving is still a more costly option then walking. Not to mention the 

environmental impact we could avoid all together! Parents who have no other 

option but to walk their children are now having to spend upward of 80 minute 

walking to and from school just for drop off, that would mean 2 hours and 40 

minutes for a parent to drop off and pick up their child each day!   

 We would have to bus rather than walk 

 We would have to walk to school a long way to get to the new school on time.   

 Kids in some parts of Coventry Hills will be removed from their current school, 

Coventry Hills School, and moved to the new school, further from their homes. 

This is disruptive and breaks apart student cohorts.  What will happen to the 

Intensive French program currently offered to grade 5s at Nose Creek School? 

Will it move to the elementary schools?  Will both elementary schools be able to 

have music and P.E. specialists? Coventry Hills School currently does, but will 

they be able to support this with lower numbers of students next year and 

beyond? It seems inefficient to operate two small elementary schools so close 

together.  Students who are forced to move to the new school will leave behind 

their playground and many resources that their parents have fundraised for. 

With only 340 students expected at the new school in 2020 and slow growth 

after that, fundraising for things like a playground could be a challenge.  Splitting 

the current Coventry Hills School community presents challenges for the Parent 

Council - members who have been very involved with fundraising and planning 

could be forced to leave with their children.   Kids who are planning on attending 

Late French Immersion could move to a new school for grade 4, 6 (Nose 
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Creek), and then grade 7 (GP Vanier).   If Nose Creek School has a capacity of 

1000, why are we rearranging all these students if Nose Creek School's long-

term projections still have them under 800 students? They should be closer to 

their maximum capacity.  What will happen to the Pace Learning Program, 

currently offered to students starting in grade 4 at Nose Creek School?   

 I have extreme frustration with both options as they have me attending the new 

school in both which is further away, has 2/3 children moving when they are 

already attending and settled in the current school.  In addition to this I am not 

impressed that we are in these options no longer in a walk zone which was 

important to us when purchasing our home  

 This option poses the same challenge. Consider the parent of a child in grade 2 

and kindergarten for example, if bussing and driving are not an option for that 

particular family, the adult will be balking up to 40 minutes each way 4 times a 

day!   

Q5. Are there any other comments you would like to share? 

 Kids currently in Grade 2 in Coventry Hills.  Where our house is located it really 

makes no difference between option A and B.  My wife attended the open house 

on the 16th and we were excited to hear about the extension to Grade 5 at 

Coventry Hills.  Thanks for your work in keeping the public well informed, much 

appreciated! 

 Build a high school   

 I would prefer Option A. We live on Coverton Court  

 Is there before and after care at school? Is there busing provided for harvest 

hills students?  

 TERRIBLE Communication.  Nothing has been sent to Harvest Hills families 

telling them their designated K-6 school is changing in the 2020 school year.  

ALL of the communication (up to and including the title of this survey, the 

building and modernizing webpage for the new Coventry elementary school, 

etc.) cite Coventry Hills and Country Hills Village as the impacted communities 

and don't include Harvest Hills at all.  Nothing in the three year capital plans for 

2018, 2019 or 2020 include Harvest Hills in the planning for the new Coventry 

Elementary school. When the Director of Transportation and Planning for the 

CBE came to the North Haven School council meeting on September 9, 2019 

she said "Harvest Hills families may be impacted" and implied the decision 

about the designation for Harvest Hills had not yet been made.   When the invite 

to the Open House was emailed, it stated "drop in to learn more about 

the ...potential designation of students from the community of Harvest Hills".   I 

understandably attended the open house expecting to be able to provide input 

about school designations only to find the decision for Harvest Hills families had 
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already been made.  Then when I asked questions at the open house about the 

impacts of the changes for my family no answers were available.  For example, 

when I asked the Manager of Transportation about the transportation plan for 

Harvest Hills families who would be attending Nose Creek School she said they 

didn't have the walk zone or busing zone for Nose Creek School available.  How 

are families supposed to plan when they aren't given any information?  The CBE 

has shown an abysmal and marked lack of consideration for Harvest Hills 

families.   My child found out his school would be changing by reading a map on 

a poster board at the open house and he barely held it together without crying in 

public.  Harvest Hills families have been given no opportunity to provide input or 

consultation and still as of September 17 haven't even officially been told that 

their designated K-6 is changing for the 2020 school year.   Please send open 

and clear communication to Harvest Hills families ASAP.    

 It should have been a Jr high or high school. If harvest hills kids go there....will 

there be buses? Still not a community school for them.   

 My daughter will be moved to the new school in both options which will be an 

issue due to the fact I receive subsidy for the TOPP KIDS Before and after 

school care program. Since that is not being offered at the new elementry 

school I am put into a financial obstacle for child care.   

 The area's selected are not realistic and do not make a whole lot of sense. for 

example, why have anyone north of Country Village road attend the new school 

and go further?  especially if you are included harvest hills. Would an easy and 

practical dividend be simply everyone south of Country Village Road and 

Country hills way attend the new school and all those north continue as is? 

Certainly given the new school is being built in the older area, would it not make 

sense for those in the older parts of the community to attend? newer parts stick 

to what they have been doing and continue? These dividers must be re-

assessed and adjusted as it's not efficient as is.   

 I prefer Geography over school size as both fall within their capacity range and 

the new community has the potential to grow and compensate for the lower 

numbers at the new school.  

 For both Option A and Option B, it remains a challenge that the students from 

Harvest Hills need cross a very busy street (Country Hills Boulevard) to walk to 

school.  Also, there are still areas in which kids cannot walk to school and 

require busing 

 Hi, I forgot to add the comments with my survey previously.   I am hoping that 

the new elementary school will provide a good French program.  Our current 

elementary school, North Haven Elementary School teaches the students 

French starting in Grade 3.  The lesson is only once a week; however, I feel that 

it is important for students to be exposed to French as Canada is bilingual.  In 
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addition, learning a second language helps with left brain development.  It also 

prepares them for later in high school if they wish to take a second language.  I 

also hope that the new elementary school have a good music program as that is 

another feature our current elementary school has.  I am looking forward to the 

new elementary school and hoping it be better than our current elementary 

school!  

 When do discussions about the impact that removing the Harvest Hills students 

will have on North Haven school begin? Please do not remove 50% of our 

student population without explaining to the parents of North Haven community 

students what the future is for this school.   

 We are really and truly hoping that our son can continue his education at 

Coventry Hills School by choosing Option A.  Between our daughter and our son 

attending CHS over the past five years, we have had nothing but positive 

experiences with the teachers and administration at this school.  I cannot say 

enough good things about Mrs. Pelling, and what an outstanding and 

compassionate leader she is.  Our son's best friends all attend CHS with him, 

and are also a huge part of why he enjoys going to school so much.  I would 

hate to see them separated and him being forced to attend a brand new school 

based on a boundary designation. 

 If you want more students to be walking to school please pick option A 

 I am so pleased with these plans and the new school. I am excited that my 

children will attend the same school until grade 5. The benefits of this include 

having a before/after school care program right in the school, having little kids 

with little kids (rather than grade 4s and grade 9s in the same school), and 

potential for older grades (e.g. 4 and 5) perhaps having the opportunity to 

mentor younger students as part of their schoolwork.  

 Northern Lights is the only name that makes sense. The fact the others are 

even a consideration is baffling. Please make the right choice   

 Na 

 It does not make sense for some to change schools and have a further walking 

distance    

 Please, please- if families are close enough to walk to Coventry hills school but 

not to the new school- don't move them to the new school!!   

 I'd love to see an alternative program explored for our area in the future if we 

are going to have extra space. This could mean harvest hills students continue 

going to north haven   

 Please read and consider the partisipACTION findings on Active transportation 

in the link provided. Pages 36-40.  
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https://participaction.cdn.prismic.io/participaction/38570bed-b325-4fc8-8855-

f15c9aebac12_2018_participaction_report_card_-_full_report_0.pdf 

 Kids that have family (even cousins) who attend Coventry Hills school should 

have the option to continue to attend Coventry Hills.  We share the same 

childcare and having grandma go to two different schools is a major 

invconvenience.   

 Option A is the preferred option.   

 They way you have divide things is ridiculous. We currently are in walking 

distance and we will be changing to bussing distance. How does this make any 

sense. My children are happy and thriving where they are. 

 What happens to the inner city schools currently being used by Harvest Hills 

students (North Haven Elementary School has a lot of Harvest Hills kids 

attending)? 

 As a current parent of 2 children at North Haven Elementary, my biggest 

concern is before and after care. What is being done to address the fact that we 

had it - and NEED it - at North Haven, but there is none at the new school. It is 

an ESSENTIAL part of how our family makes daily life work and cannot be 

ignored by these new school decisions. 

 Will current grade 3 students at Coventry Hills School be allowed to finish their 

years there or will they also have to move to the new school for just grades 4 

and 5? 

 On the map from Country Village Road and above should be part of the original 

Country Hills School and should be in green. It makes no sense to have 

students walk all that extra distance to the new school and also does not make 

sense to overcrowd the new school like that when we will have two. Please 

consider changing the zones to include from Country Hills Village Road above 

and including all of Coventry Hills Drive in the present Coventry Hills School 

Zone (green). Thank you 

 My personal situation doesn't change between A or B, but is however affected 

by the lines that draw us to go to the new school despite are significantly closer 

position to Coventry Hills School. Our family lives on Coventry Hills Drive and 

we are less than pleased with the proposed zones in either scenario. At present 

I can send my oldest child to ride her bike to the school on her own, and she 

makes 2 road crossings, with the new changes, I do not feel comfortable letting 

her do that, with the added congestion of traffic and having a reasonable 

understanding of what that street and surrounding intersections will likely be 

like, I feel it will create  far too many unsafe conditions for me to feel safe 

allowing that. Furthermore, I really find it offputting to have been informed from a 

few people that there will not be a playground of any kind installed? I would love 

https://participaction.cdn.prismic.io/participaction/38570bed-b325-4fc8-8855-f15c9aebac12_2018_participaction_report_card_-_full_report_0.pdf
https://participaction.cdn.prismic.io/participaction/38570bed-b325-4fc8-8855-f15c9aebac12_2018_participaction_report_card_-_full_report_0.pdf
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to know which person or people reading this went to a Elementary school or has 

ever seen one that does not have a playground beside it or attached... Come 

on.. If this is the poor planning we can expect leading into the future, then I fail 

to see much merit in the proposed attendance numbers that seem unlikely as it 

is. The attendance area for the new school appears to be roughly 25% more 

than what Coventry Hills School gets, yet seems to indicate it will achieve 

similar attendance numbers to Coventry even after the split? I suppose I don't 

have the census data, but it looks a little light.   

 I am very disappointing in these options and that there is very little difference in 

the two options.  I feel it is giving preference to new and outside communities.  

This could require many families with established child care etc to make very 

substantial changes which is not fair to either parents or children.  I am 

concerned that this will move forward and negatively impact the education of my 

children.  

 Would you be willing to consider bussing the children in the  NE corner of 

coventry who are currently in a bus zone for coventry Hills elementary, to the 

new school? I feel that it would be a less significant change for families who are 

already in a bus zone to remain in a bus zone!   

 


